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2013 Annual Wrap-Up:
Break Away 2014

“Breaking Away,” painting by Miki de Goodaboom
for The Solari Report
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e Solari Report 2013 Year End Report

by Catherine Austin Fitts

Our theme in 2014 is Break Away.
Deep, significant shis in investment and credit flows are like a shi in the
water table and the rivers and streams within a place. e change ripples
throughout the ecosystem. It changes where things grow and where you build a
house. It changes the fundamental economics of many of the businesses and
enterprises. It changes the “field”—the energetics around us—and that changes
the dynamics of many of our personal and professional relationships.

we are in the midst of an historic pivot of investment and credit. e world is
turning. e financial coup d’etat has come to a close. Trillions have been
shied from the traditional industrial model—let’s call it Global 2.0—to a net-
worked model organized around digital systems—let’s call it Global 3.0. To
give you a sense of the magnitude of the capital flows, our team prepared a
chart describing the shi of an estimated $40+ trillion from Global 2.0 to 3.0.

“e bigger the 
breakdown, the bigger 
the breakthrough.”
—omas Hupp
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e decisions that have been made to effect the change may be ones we agree
or disagree with. Once the dam has been demolished, however, and the water
is rushing downstream, it is essential to understand what is happening and
determine what that means to us and those we love.

If we are going to break away, we are going to break away towards something.
what’s the action? what’s the direction? What are you for?

you have heard regular discussion on e Solari report about the power of
your imagination and the importance of inventing your own world and to 
contribute to inventing the world around us. ese are themes that Jon 
rappaport and I focused on in such Solari reports as e Power of It, exit the
Matrix, and our look at the Singularity. is requires seeing and rejecting the
stereotype of your life and your future that others set for you—oen without
respect and with an intent to advantage themselves or their enterprise.

e capital shied out of Global 2.0 is now being reinvested in Global 3.0.
is means that things are changing rapidly. It also means that anything can
happen. when a world fades away, it does not always go quietly. when a new
world grows, it can be immature and make terrible mistakes.

Life is unpredictable.

In our Halloween special report on Zombies, I described a scene in World
War Z when Brad Pitt tried to persuade a family frozen in fear, hiding in
their apartment from the Zombies, to come with him. He explained that in
places or times of distress such as these, “movement is life.”

Break away is about choosing life. you have heard the term Break away a lot
this year on e Solari report as we talked about the “breakaway civiliza-
tion.” In one sense, the breakaway civilization’s movement of money and 
resources out of Global 2.0 creates the urgency of our shi.

But our theme “Break away” has little to do with aligning or choosing to 
follow the breakaway civilization—whoever they may be.

Break away is about facing facts as Global 2.0 grapples with managing more
liabilities than assets and loses its fundamental legitimacy in our eyes (its
“mandate of heaven”). It’s about being attracted to a vision of our future that
represents the world we want to live in and leave to the next generations. It is
about letting go of those people or activities who no longer give energy or life
to us as we change direction, and embracing those who do. It’s about finding
your power to invent your world.

How this plays out in each of our lives is unique to our purpose and practical sit-
uation. John adams once said, “the revolution was in the hearts and minds of
the people.” Breaking away is first and foremost in our hearts and in our minds.
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If you have ever spent time on a high-speed bicycle, you know what I mean.
you start down the road. you feel a bit stiff. your body warms up. you pick
up the pace. en suddenly, you feel a surge of energy. you break out. you
find your flow. Despite your amazing speed, the exertion is easy. you are on
your way.

It is a Break away.

Our annual wrap-up is designed to inform your map of where we have been
and the trends ahead. It is designed to help you access a rich archive of excel-
lent Solari reports to help you see the landscape. while the uncertainty be-
fore us is unprecedented, a good framework to organize dynamics and
variables can help you to navigate.

I sent ally and friend omas Hupp a copy of our poster for 2014. He 
e-mailed me and said, “Happy New year! I got the image of the bikers...
Is it all the good guys blazing through the tapeworm?”

Indeed, indeed!

e Slow Burn Wins Again
e US Federal reserve continued Quanitative easing (Qe) throughout
2013, buying up and—I believe—shredding the fraudulent mortgage and
Treasury securities still outstanding aer $27 trillion of bailouts. with the
bank balance sheets cleaned of the fraudulent paper which financed the fi-
nancial coup d'etat, the trail went cold. Mr. Global declared a quiet success.

I estimate that more than $40 trillion was shied out of US government enti-
ties, pension funds and households between 1995 and 2008—much of it by
illegal means. at amount is in addition to what has been shied out
through the Black Budget and the exchange Stabilization Fund in terms of
technology, financial resources and leverage between 1947-1995.

is is the funding for what richard Dolan and Dr. Joseph Farrell refer to as
the “breakaway civilization.”

Indeed, the amount of money that has been shied out is sufficient, in the-
ory, to create an endowment that can generate dividends and interest suffi-
cient to finance a US or global government on a private basis. Five percent
current income on $40 trillion a year = $2 trillion.

roughout the alternative media, financial commentators have been assess-
ing the remaining shortfall of assets in pension funds and government enti-
ties when compared to their debt and retirement obligations. we are told
that we are bankrupt—that things are about to collapse.

The wrap-up poster for 2011

"We have not journeyed across the centuries,across 
the oceans, across the mountains, across the prairies,
because we are made of sugar candy.”—Winston Churchill

ON THE PRAIRIE
..

THE SOLARI REPORT PRESENTS 

2011
sLow
Burn
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RELATED SOLARI REPORTS

• 2012 Annual Wrap Up

• 2013 3rd Quarter Wrap Up

• 2013 2nd Quarter Wrap-up

• 2013 1st Quarter Wrap Up

RELATED ARTICLES & BLOG POSTS

• The Slow Burn

• Lorre Explains the Slow Burn

at is not the case. e systems that are obligated to pay retirement benefits
and health care have shortfalls—some significant and some not, but the hype
continues to say they are.

at puts Mr. Global, the winner of the financial coup, in a control position.
a dollar's worth of promises is competing for 60 cents of assets—and every-
one has to suck up to Mr. Global in the process of winning some or all of that
60 cents.

Debt is a control system.

e funds shied out of the old industrial 2.0 which has been centered in the
developed world of North america, europe and Japan—the G-7—are being
reinvested in Global 3.0. is includes the development of domestic oil and
gas reserves in North america, the reengineering and renaissance of the
North american manufacturing base and the capitalization of a private space
industry and network of spaceports throughout North america. It also in-
cludes an explosion of new funding and activity in Silicon Valley.

Global 3.0 is booming. Global 2.0 is downshiing as it uses debasement and
debt to continue to slowly deflate the value of most labor and related health
care and retirement benefits. e federal budget and black budget intersect as
Mr. Global continues to shi overt and covert assets from 2.0 to 3.0.

In short, we took the assets promised to the baby boomers for their retire-
ment and shied them out to invest in the emerging markets, in new tech-
nology and space. e wealth to be created from abrogating and debasing
obligations for reinvestment in higher margin economic activities and rebal-
ancing the global economy is a significant contributor to keeping the econ-
omy going and keeping the anglo-american alliance in a dominant global
position.

ink of this as the reengineering of global governance on the “just do it
method.”

e money stolen is being reinvested and the high tech work force leading
that effort is profiting and spending. a significant portion of the population,
however, has been “behind.” you can see the impact when you compare the
performance of the consumer discretionary stocks with the consumer staple
stocks this year.

Predictions of collapse or hyperinflation reflect a profound naiveté about the
black budget, the covert economy and the train tracks of control that keep
the slow burn burning along.

we said in the 2012 annual report that the chance that the Slow Burn
would continue throughout 2013 was 75%. e reason my prediction was
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not higher was that significant fraudu-
lent securities were still outstanding
and the management of the interest
rate swaps issued to keep interest rates
down were (and are) still plaguing the
financial systems.

Not only did the Slow Burn continue,
but it displayed unprecedented
strength as the reinvestment in 3.0
kicked in and the leadership enjoyed
the reduction of personal and corpo-
rate liabilities with Federal settlements
and Fed shredding parties, as statue of
limitations were reached on trillions of
financial fraud. e winners of the financial coup are feeling their oats.

Moving forward, there are significant risks on the horizon, but the forces
powering the Slow Burn are stronger than ever. I give the Slow Burn an 80%
chance of continuing throughout 2014.

Competition for the Slow Burn Train
Tracks Heats Up
How can so few people control so many and do it so invisibly?

ere are numerous systems used to control. Military and intelligence power
and enforcement has always been core. e nations with navies that con-
trolled the sea lanes, and now the satellite lanes, traditionally controlled and
maintained the global reserve currency. roughout history, the financial sys-
tem, backed up by military power, has become the dominant control system.
It is a more bloodless way to engage in warfare, slavery and to harvest and
control.

Increasingly, digital systems have supported a much more high powered and
invasive communication system, giving way to more treacherous financial sys-
tems. In part it is the role of the satellites in that communications system that
is shiing the competition into space.

For many years I have referred to invasive digital systems as e Databeast.
Having experienced the power of these systems at the most intimate level
when applied to surveillance, manipulation and financial fraud in the mort-
gage markets, I have struggled mightily to warn Solari report subscribers
about the power of computer and communication systems that can listen to
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hundreds of millions of people and use artificial in-
telligence to translate that data into high speed, ac-
tionable methods of influencing opinion,
transacting on inside information, marketing to
and exploiting households and managing the politi-
cal and financial system—of literally making mar-
kets. is machinery is at the heart of the slow burn
and one of the reasons that andrew Vachss once re-
ferred to the Internet as "the ultimate op."

enter edward Snowden in 2013 whose documenta-
tion of invasive surveillance by the NSa of global
leaders and citizens and participation in economic
warfare has rocked our world—and brought home
the reality of a “no privacy” world. is has acceler-
ated plans by numerous governments and private
groups throughout the world to begin the balka-
nization of the Internet—promoting plans for in-
dependent satellite and cable systems and new
forms of encryption that will allow them to com-
pete successfully in global economic warfare. e reaction was bad news for
numerous american cloud and IT providers who suddenly began to ask
Congress to roll back numerous Patriot act provisions. It turns out that free-
dom may be good for business—at least when people can see what is really
going on.

e week of april 15 was one of the most painful of the year. among other
things (including a precipitous drop in precious metals prices) a Boston
Marathon bombing just happened to lock down the Boston universities and
intellectual establishment for several days on the very week that the House of
representative passed the Cyber Intelligence Sharing and Protection act
(CISPa). Leading CISPa activist aaron Swartz was not available to organ-
ize, having been found dead (deemed a suicide) on January 11, 2013 of the
year, aer a two year persecution by the US Department of Justice. Luckily,
the Senate refused to comply and CISPa remains DOa for now. e vio-
lence involved in the effort to pass CISPa speaks to the intensity of the
forces at work and the importance of this shi of financial flows on to the
digital platforms.

at the heart of the competition for control of the Internet is the speed at
which the global population is getting on line and accessing the Internet
through mobile devices and the network is extending to network things
(cars, houses, highways, etc.)

RELATED SOLARI REPORTS

• NSA, Edward Snowden and What
It All Really Means

• Internet Freedom: Your Rights in
a Digital World

• The Non-Revolution in 
Digital Payments

• Beware the Smart Grid
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as more and more users integrate into
the mobile systems, transaction flows
shi out of the traditional banking and
credit card systems and onto the Inter-
net and telecom platforms. Sales con-
tinue to shi on line. efforts by
amazon, e-bay and other online stores
to implement same day delivery have
game changing potential to impact the
face of retail in the next year or two.
with this shi in flow comes the
growth of new mobile payment and
digital wallet systems. e competition
is still early, and will continue to heat
up over the next year.

where all this goes, off course, is the
push for a digital currency, one that
makes centralized control even more
powerful. Indeed this kind of invisible
power is so great, that a great deal of
highly economic decentralization can
be permitted with the ultimate control
tool in place.

e NSa-Snowden revelations have re-
vealed a number of the potential fac-
tions for the control and balkanization
of the Internet. One interested party is
the Vatican, whose traditional network
of control files through storefront
churches and confessionals has been
bested by the NSa-Telecom systems.

another faction, I suspect, is the IT and
Telecom players in 3.0—both the overt
and covert side. Now that the govern-
ment has directly or indirectly financed the train tracks of the surveillance
system, why not squeeze out their power, leaving the private contractors, tele-
coms, search engines and social media in control? e private players have no
reporting requirements to Congress or the american people. e privatiza-
tion of surveillance will bring on a new round of controls.
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e Oil Card Roars Towards a Resilient
Model
Veteran report Jim Norman has had a lot of airtime on e Solari report, 
including his last interview in December 2013. Jim's framework for the man-
agement of oil and gas prices for geopolitical strategic goals goes a long way
to explaining what is happening in the global energy markets.

energy was an important story in 2013. e dollar as reserve currency func-
tions on an oil standard. and, as Jim describes, energy is directly and indi-
rectly 40 to 50% of the cost of manufacturing in North america. essentially,
with machines and automation doing most of the work, energy is a more im-
portant component of cost than labor—one that does not organize unions or
disagree with management.

Since 2005, america has moved aggressively to develop domestic oil and gas
reserves, fueled by the successful development of new, controversial fracking
technology and the North Dakota Bakken formation. is has contributed
to booming economics in the impacted regions, particularly Texas and North
Dakota.

On a net basis, the US is now an en-
ergy exporter of refined oil. It contin-
ues to benefit from maintaining a
global oil price significantly above cost
and using its command of the energy
industry to assert geopolitical domi-
nance, particularly of China, while en-
joying domestic gas prices significantly
lower than natural gas prices in europe
and asia.

e growth of domestic reserves is im-
pacting both foreign policy as well as
the ability of the US to increase domes-
tic manufacturing, particularly for pro-
prietary and sensitive functions.

Japan's struggle with its nuclear policy
in 2013 was painful to watch. On one hand, their population is reeling from
the devastation caused by events in Fukushima and firing up their nuclear in-
frastructure has significant political repercussions. On the other hand, the
cost of keeping the Japanese manufacturing juggernaut going with expensive,
imported fossil fuel represents an enormous tax. at cost was very much pa-
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pered over by abenomics including ag-
gressive monetary policies that had the
Japanese equity markets rising signifi-
cantly despite the energy squeeze.

e continuing concerns about Fuk-
ishima and its impact on the oceans
and global radiation levels has not de-
terred continuing breakthroughs in
new, more economic nuclear energy
technology.

See: MIT Technology Review for energy.

e success of fracking in the United
States means that fracking will now go
global, and so will the controversy as-
sociated with it. watch for sparks fly-
ing about fracking from europe in
2014.

renewable energies continue to
grow—and dramatic growth is ahead,
particularly as the cost of solar contin-
ues to drop.

renewable energy shows no signs of 
replacing fossil fuels anytime soon.

e growth of renewables and low cost
natural gas is having a dramatic effect
on utilities struggling with a high cost
base. I suspect one of the goals of so
called “smart meters” is to protect the
utilities 2.0 business model as knowledge of renewables grow and costs 
decline.

See: European Utilities: How to Lose Half a Trillion Euros

expect the challenges that utilities face to continue to grow. also expect the
focus to turn to energy storage. among other issues, solar and wind do not cre-
ate a steady flow of energy. without an economic way to store the energy they
produce to match the needs of users, renewables will continue to maintain a
small market share. as significant storage breakthroughs are reported, expect
new rounds of creative destruction in the energy markets and very good news
for emerging markets economies where energy demand is growing.

RELATED SOLARI REPORTS

•  The Oil Card

•  The U.S. Plays the Oil Card

•  Oil Card Geopolitics

•  The Oil Card - Global Economic
Warfare in the 21st Century

•  Adam Trombly on Zero Point 
Energy

•  What is Breakthrough Energy?
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is year, I attended the second Break-
through energy conference in Boulder,
Colorado.

we continue to hear of many break-
through energy technologies and of sig-
nificant corporate interest in them.
whether or not there will be a move to
adopt them is unknown. ere is no way
to tell. In my opinion, the “smart meter”
network being aggressively adopted de-
spite consumers objections indicate there
is a highly centralized push to get billing
meters in place before the price of energy
falls significantly or decentralized options become widely available.

with the dollar on an oil standard, there
is no way that energy technologies will
be adopted that threaten the fundamen-
tal nature of the anglo-american al-
liance's control of the currency. which is
to say that a successful adoption of a dig-
ital currency could have a dramatic im-
pact on the adoption of new energy
technologies and the valuations of 2.0
energy companies that do not “jump the
curve” to the 3.0 model.

Finally, in the fourth quarter we saw a
highly aggressive effort to promote in-
vestment in renewables, including sev-
eral university campaigns to encourage
endowments to stop investing in fossil
fuels. are we watching a pump of the so called “clean tech stocks?” Probably.
For example, solar significantly outperformed the S&P500.

e greatest high flyers were “all things Musk” as elon Musk continued to
capture applause as america’s favorite high-tech enteprenuer. while the stock
of his company Space X is not publicly traded, Tesla Motors and SolarCity
are. Both outperformed the S&P this year by several multiples.

while renewables may have been the momentum stocks in 2013, it was fossil
fuel that continued to support the dollar as reserve currency. expect the same
for some time to come as we move towards a more resilient model at break-
neck speed.
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Investment Shis from Global 2.0 to 3.0
North american Manufacturing 3.0
e North american manufacturing renaissance is on. e question is why?
was the political pushback from the BrIC nations too unpleasant? Or does
a private space industry and parts of the defense industry want to stay within
its own jurisdiction to keep proprietary technology away from global com-
petitors? was outsourcing not everything it was cooked up to be? Or with
weird weather, even weather warfare, do we need shorter supply lines? Per-
haps new fabrication technology and robotics can make the enormous differ-
ences that some promise.

North america has food, water and energy. while its workforce costs are not
comparable with those in the emerging markets, the spread between the two
has narrowed significantly in the last two decades. as discussed above, a driv-
ing force in North america’s competitive position is clearly the dramatic in-
crease in natural gas and domestic energy supplies and the decrease in prices
relative to other continents.

It would not surprise me if this pull back into North america also represents
a pull back of the anglo-american alliance into the english speaking nations
—Canada, US, Uk, New Zealand, australia as the dance between russia,
China and the US gets increasingly tense.

reengineering the Cost-Plus Model
One of the hidden opportunities is reengineering the military industrial
complex. For many decades, the defense industry has financed with the fed-
eral budget on a cost-plus model that has driven total costs significantly
above what is possible. with pressure from the “fiscal”one possibility is that
the military industrial complex is prepared to reengineer their manufacturing
process and the government prepared to reengineer their contracting and
procurement models to a very new way of doing business.

If you step back and look at the financial coup d’état and the financing of
what I believe are endowments that now undergird the finances of the
“breakaway civilization,” another possibility is that the coup was inspired by
the desire to shi a portion of the entire military industrial complex to a pri-
vatized model, in part to allow for this type of reengineering.

Certainly, it is instructive to note that in a year with significant budget cuts
in defense and federal spending, the single largest contractor to the US gov-
ernment and the US military, Lockheed Martin, is having a gangbuster year.

RELATED SOLARI REPORTS

•  The Oil Card

•  The U.S. Plays the Oil Card

•  Oil Card Geopolitics

•  The Oil Card - Global Economic
Warfare in the 21st Century

•  Adam Trombly on Zero Point Energy

•  What is Breakthrough Energy?
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US defense contractors have been try-
ing to grow foreign sales. at may
provide some support to earnings.

we would remind subscribers that the
administration has the ability to sup-
ply waivers to US corporations to re-
lieve them of obligations to provide
financial statements that comply with
SeC laws and regulations. at fact is
worth thinking about deeply as we
watch the stock markets rise on the
basis of reported corporate profits.

is waiver capacity always gives me
pause when I contemplate the SeC filings and financial statements of compa-
nies that do business with large governments. My motto is that when you
contemplate investing in such companies, you want to add in a significant
discount to value for, as Donald rumsfeld made the mistake of saying,
“what you don't know you don't know.”

applying Technology
whatever the reasons for the move back to North america, we are watching
a global push to integrate new technology into the economic process. e
change, when combined with the build-out of the mobile smart device net-
works and the increase in global learning speeds, will accelerate change. 
expect far greater change in 2014 than we have seen this year.

Let’s look at some of the technologies that will reengineer the fundamental
economic process to a more networked
3.0 model from the 2.0 industrial
model.

3D Printing
3D Printing is one of the new fabrica-
tion technologies that has captured the
popular imagination—in part because
it has the potential to dramatically de-
centralize the production process. To
learn more about the process and in-
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dustry of “changing bytes to atoms and atoms to bytes” at higher speed and
lower cost, check out the Solari report and special PowerPoint briefing pre-
pared for us by engineer and innovation expert Onat ekinci in October.

Lest you think that decentralized capacity cannot go head to head with wal-
Mart, think again. Check out what is available at web sites such as etsy.com
and rethink the possibilities of cottage production.

3D printing companies such as 3D Systems, exOne and Stratasys have en-
joyed quite a run in the stock market this year. Lets see if their fundamentals
catch up with valuations in 2014.

robotics
robotics fueled by improvements in artificial intelligence are moving into
numerous aspects of the economy.

we recently published a briefing for subscribers on Industrial robots pre-
pared for us by Onat ekinci as well.

e implications to employment are significant. expect increases in the de-
mand for engineers and layoffs over the next decade in everything from fast
food to farm workers.

Drones
e push is on to introduce drones into US air space. e Faa is expected to
publish a dra rule regulating the use of drones under 55 lbs in US air space.

early uses will include people interested in cheap aerial footage—such as
farmers and real estate agents. But online retailers lead by amazon are plan-
ning on introducing a same day delivery system dependent on drones.

with fabrication technology making decentralized production more eco-
nomic on one hand, and amazon trying to achieve same-day delivery of fresh
food to your door and the possibility that the local farmer can one day do the
same, it is worth contemplating the challenges that lie ahead for wal-Mart
and their long supply chains.

It is challenging to understand how many of these changes are being inte-
grated. On one hand we have relatively new companies leading the way. On
the other hand, there is significant leadership into the 3.0 model by the com-
panies considered leaders in the 2.0 industrial model. Check out what Deere
is doing in agricultural robotics. Or what Corning is doing with integrating
digital technology into glass. Over the next year, expect stock market valua-
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tions to increasingly reflect whether companies are shiing into 3.0 or not.

also expect for some of these shis to be quiet. Part of what is happening is
that technology that was considered new 20 years ago is now becoming af-
fordable. So high school kids can learn and use excellent CaD soware. So
the technology is not necessarily new rather, the integration is reaching a tip-
ping point.

Private Space Investment
Some of the most intriguing discussions on e Solari report in 2013 were
those I had with Dr. Joseph Farrell:

e Breakaway Civilization, Part II
Covert Wars & the Mysterious Strength of the US Dollar

as a result of these discussions, Dr. Farrell has agreed to do a quarterly Solari
report on an ongoing basis. One of my goals with this collaboration is to un-
derstand what is happening with the creation of a private space industry sub-
sequent to the Obama administration's announcement on april 15, 2010 of
the privatization of aspects of the US space program. what does it mean in
the US and globally? what does it means to the current condition and fu-
ture of the human race? what does it means to the investment outlook over
the next decade?

among other things, SpaceX’ successful rendezvous with the International
Space Station in 2012 under contract to NaSa have proved that private in-
dustry can perform numerous functions in space at significantly reduced
cost, even before the full integration of the technological innnovations un-
derway.

is was the same year that a group of Silicon Valley billionaires along with
ross Perot, Jr and richard Branson announced their investment in Planetary
resources with a plan to mine Near earth asteroids. So we now have the
high tech entreprenuers completing for turf in outer space:

Jeff Bezos has founded Blue Origin
Elon Musk has founded Space X
Richard Branson has founded Virgin Galactic
e Google guys are backing Planetary Resources

when I was on wall Street, partners who cashed in on big money bought
racehorse stables or large art collections. Now they start companies that take
celebrities to outer space and use advanced robotics to do space mining.
ink about the change in outlook this implies. To quote Musk from recent
interviews:

We now have the high tech entreprenuers com-
pleting for turf in outer space.
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“ere's a fundamental difference, if you look into the future, between a hu-
manity that is a space-faring civilization, that’s out there exploring the stars …
compared with one where we are forever confined to earth until some even-
tual extinction event.”

“Given that this is the first time in 4.5 billion years where it’s been possible
for humanity to extend life beyond earth, it seems like we’d be wise to act
while the window was open and not count on the fact it will be open a long
time.”

roughout 2013 we have seen an explosion in the popular print, TV and
movie media and in fashion designed to interest the general population in
space. For example, Chanel’s new watch is called the J12 Moonphase watch.

For one indication of the popular interest in traveling to outer space, in 2013
200,000 people signed up for a one-way trip to Mars.

at is approximately double the number of people who signed up for Oba-
macare in its first month.

e more unusual aspects aside, one of the reasons to invest in sub-orbital
platforms and greater activity in space is the move to digital platforms. e
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build-out of wireless networks and the Internet increases the importance of
satellite systems. expect that infrastructure to grow. China is building out its
year-old Beidou satellite navigation system as a rival to the U.S. Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS) and russian GLONaSS. It expects to grow from 16
satellites to 30 by 2020 as coverage expands from asia Pacific to one with
global reach.

a global satellite system is an essential component of maintaining a global
currency.

Bottom line: expect space investment to continue to grow in 2014 and for
some time to come. as it does, beware the agenda of space programs to re-
place the centralized agenda of warfare programs. See blog post on e re-
port from Iron Mountain.

work-arounds are everywhere
as more and more money shis from 2.0 to 3.0, we can expect governments
in the 2.0 model to push harder for ways to cover their overhead rather than
reengineer into a 3.0 model. as that happens, we will see more innovative
work-arounds. Not just the traditional black markets and underground econ-
omy, but very clear steps to simply cut them out of the flow.

Obamacare is designed to incentivize many of such workarounds in the
health care area. we are seeing doctors leave the practice of medicine in dis-
gust, and then proceed to create medical devices that will cut out the tradi-
tional medical establishment entirely.

For example, note these comments from former Senator Bill Frist's Health
Care Industry Outlook for 2014 in BusinessWeek:

“Traditional technology in health care drives up the cost, just about across the
board. Doing heart and lung transplants or using artificial hearts or stents—all
that drives costs up. Technology today is driving the costs down. My iPhone can do
a full ECG, not just a pulse rate. at's instead of a $200 ambulance ride to the
hospital, a $200 admission fee, a $150 charge for the ECG, and a $200 over-read.
Now I can do it for ee in 30 seconds right here on my phone.”

e Interviewer then asks: But is it a comparable quality?

“Yes. If you look at AliveCor, which is the name of the heart monitor on my
iPhone, it's been cleared by the FDA to record single-channel ECG rhythms. It's a
clinical-quality monitor. Is it as good as the standard ECG monitor you'll find in
an emergency room? No. But for 90 percent of the heart disease that an ECG in
the hospital picks up, this will pick it up, too. at's transformative. Another exam-
ple is in the laboratory space. In the next 12 months you'll see a technology where,

AliveCor software on iPhone
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instead of having five tubes of blood drawn by a trained phlebotomist in a clinic,
with the laboratory's blood then sent to New Jersey to be run on a mass spectrome-
ter, you'll be able to do that same test with a few drops of blood om a finger prick.
Instead of going to a lab, you'll go to a drugstore. You'll be able to use it to get blood
om patients in long-term acute-care hospitals, instead of drawing blood om
those central lines that people get infections om. It's cheaper. It's less invasive. And
that technology was devised by electrical engineers in Silicon Valley and not by doc-
tors at Vanderbilt Hospital or an HCA [Hospital Corporation of America]
(HCA) hospital. It was figured out by some very smart Ph.D.s outside of the
health sector at a startup called eranos. at's the sort of disruption you see.
Somebody might come back and say, "Well, the laboratory space is only 3 percent of
the $3 trillion spend." at's true. But that 3 percent spend affects 8 out of every 10
clinical decisions being made.” 

a fundamental goal of Obamacare is to incentivize technology companies
and private healthcare providers to radically reengineer labor costs out of
healthcare. In part, controls placed on hospitals and doctors may be designed
to manage their objections as their economic opportunities and income are
significantly reduced over time.

e Digital Heartland
For many years, advanced technology was what happened at MIT or in 
Silicon Valley. Now it's about what is shiing into the heartland. we are talk-
ing about integrating advanced technologies and reinvigorating some of the
most basic aspects of our infrastructure.

For example, lets look at railroads.

e investment into railroads in North america has been significant over 
the last decade. warren Buffet bought into Burlington Northern. Fortress
bought into rail america. en the Carlyle Group bought into Genesee &
wyoming Inc. when they bought rail america, giving Fortress a double on
their money. en Buffet bought all of Burlington Northern, taking it pri-
vate. I started to hear about what Burlington was telling its employees about
the growth planned for the company. I saw the people they were hiring and
the money they were paying.

If you are going to build domestic oil and gas self sufficiency and exports and
build a resilient, distributed high-tech manufacturing base and dramatically
increase production while lowering costs, you are going to need increased
low-cost transportation that can perform on a highly reliable basis even in 
extreme or volatile weather conditions.
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at's railroads, folks.

you can see similar stories in housing, whether it is houses that you can build
for yourself at a reasonable cost or visions for building houses quickly with
jumbo 3D printers.

Perhaps one of the most intense competitions is in digital highways and cars,
particularly autonomous cars. Nissan and Mercedes have now pledged to
produce self-driving cars by 2020. Mercedes is touting its smart-driving sys-
tem. BMw just produced an all electric i3 car that weighs 600 pounds less
than the Nissan Leaf thanks to carbon fiber.

For many years, soware has been the place to be. If you look at what is hap-
pening in the heartland, hardware is in the process of getting a lot more intel-
ligent and of interest to investors.

Global 2.0 Downshis
e developed world is populated by high-overhead government,
corporate enterprises and not-for-profit organizations that con-
tinue to maintain and manage the liabilities created during the
post wwII industrial phase. rough the black budget and dur-
ing the financial coup d’état, significant assets have been shied
into new entities, many of which are operating in the 3.0 models.

Many of these 2.0 organizations have not adapted to new ways of
doing things. ey are struggling to adapt and struggling to man-
age the slow and steady debasement and disappointment associ-
ated with the remaining liabilities. Some will manage their way
through, as they change. Some will fail—some slowly, some
quickly.

•  Utilities will struggle to maintain profit margins as renewable energy
options proliferate

•  e French government will look for ways to tax YouTube to finance
their movie industry

•  Hollywood will continue to push for Internet controls as their market
share is threatened

•  e US government will continue to levy new taxes to offset the re-
sources and assets transferred out through the backdoor to the black
budget or to please corporate lobbyists

One of the most important strategic questions for citizens in the developed world 
is how to manage our complex personal entanglement with these institutions.

BMW i3 Electric Car
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Under the law, our assets are oen collateral for outstanding liabilities. For
example, general obligation municipal bonds have a call on the ad valorem
taxing power of the municipality. is means citizens are on the hook to
creditors who have the power to demand that taxes be raised to satisfy obli-
gations.

Many individual assets represent liabilities on the larger institutions’ balance
sheets. So, retirees are counting on health care, pensions and social security
for which the larger institutions do not have full funding

Part of “Break away” means doing what we can to receive what is owed to us
without losing time or experiencing emotional drain when obligations to us
are abrogated or debased. It also means organizing our economic lives to take
advantage of opportunities in the 3.0 model without being fooled about the
fact that significant reinvestment flowing into 3.0 represents resources shied
illegally away from us. Many of us will find ourselves working to earn or at-
tract our own money back. Many baby boomers will watch their enemies fi-
nance their children’s start ups with capital that has been stolen from them,
while their children point to their capitalization as proof that the system 
“really works.” ink of this as a leveraged buyout.

e Bond Market
In the mix is the fact that the 3.0 equity capital is going to be much more
valuable as a result of events in the bond market.

For decades, corporations have looked to sovereign governments and central
banks to guarantee markets for them and to appropriate vast expenditures
which have fueled corporate profits and channeled significant resources into
the black budget.

is flow involving trillions of rev-
enues into large corporations has been
financed by sovereign governments in
the developed world borrowing signifi-
cant amounts of money in the bond
market. is was possible as falling in-
terest rates supported the preference of
global investors for fixed income in-
vestments. Falling interest rates have
been made possible by the global finan-
cial liquidity, in turn, made possible by
digital communication and soware
systems, as well as the creation and

RELATED SOLARI REPORTS

•  Coming Clean Beyond the Fiscal
Cliff
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growth of the derivatives markets. In one sense, the platform that made
falling interest rates possible was satellite systems and the Internet.

One of the disturbing aspects of life in
the United States is the extent to
which most americans do not under-
stand the dependency of household
and corporate incomes and state and
local government revenues on the fed-
eral budget and the federal currency
creation and borrowing mechanisms.
expect the ongoing fiscal cliff negotia-
tions to slowly, steadily educate ameri-
cans to the extent to which both theirs
and their neighbors’ financial condition and the corporate profits that drive
stock market valuations depend on federal borrowing. Fundamental eco-
nomics are going to reassert themselves as the air goes out of the bond bub-
ble which has been financing deficit spending.

is last year may have marked the end of the long-term bull market in
bonds as interest rates rose.

Holders of long term Treasuries have
lost 10-15% of their principal value
while US equity markets soared in
2013.

Given the rise in yields during 2013
and the announcement from the Fed
that they will start to taper Qe in
2014, all eyes will be on interest rates
in 2014. If rates start to rise quickly by
any significant amount, there may be
trouble ahead. e faster interest rates
rise, the greater the pain to institutions
struggling to manage outstanding debt
and retirement liabilities in 2.0.

In short, a failure to manage interest rates could compromise slow burn eco-
nomics and centralized control. whatever happens, the value of 3.0 equity
capital free of 2.0 liabilities is going to be increasingly more valuable as a re-
sult of the transition in the bond market.
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e Vatican
Perhaps the most dramatic story of an institution
shiing out of 2.0 to adapt to a 3.0 world during
2013 was that of the Vatican. e Vatican and the
institutions, endowments and networks within
their affiliated umbrella are arguably the most
powerful financial and investment network in the
world. However, their intelligence networks in
the developed world have been bested by the jug-
gernaut of the NSa-Telecoms-online social media
and search engines. as a result, they have been
rocked by the financial drain of the pedophilia
scandals (aka control file systems) and the result-
ing alienation of millions of former members who
are no longer paying tithes. eir growth oppor-
tunity is in the emerging markets and that requires a change in leadership
and a change in numerous policies. enter a new Pope from Latin america.

See: Special Solari Report with Dr. Joseph Farrell

Targeting of the Tax Havens
as significant funds have moved out of developed nations and into tax
havens, sovereign governments have experienced a steady decline in taxes, in-
cluding corporate taxes.

as tax revenues have fallen, Treasuries and legislators have become increas-
ingly focused on how to extend their jurisdiction to move funds in the tax
havens back within their taxing and regulatory base.

For the last few years, the US Department of Justice has lead a campaign
against the Swiss banks, ultimately leading to a Swiss capitulation to provide
information to US authorities about US citizens holding assets in Switzer-
land. Indeed, many Swiss money managers have now either registered with
the SeC or asked US investors to depart. Perhaps the most painful part of
this capitulation in 2013 was the Department of Justice’s targeting and de-
struction of wegelin & Co, the oldest operating private bank in Switzerland
which had been particularly eloquent in its criticism of american corruption.

with the mother of all private banking centers under DOJ’s wing, the G-7 in
2013 announced a policy of targeting the tax havens. americans who were
concerned about their 401k plans becoming targets of a Congress looking for

the US Department of Justice has lead a 
campaign against the Swiss banks ... to pro-
vide information to US authorities about US
citizens holding assets in Switzerland.

Pope Francis
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funds to finance government deficits came to realize that assets in the global
tax haven system dwarfed theirs by many multiples.

e G-7 announcement followed the debacle in Cyprus—arguably an early,
messy prototype of harvesting funds in a tax haven. e Cyprus central bank
was ordered to sell its gold. Dumping this gold on the market was probably
part of what made april 2013’s plummeting gold price occur.

Literally one day aer the G-7 announcement, a swily convenient scandal at
the IrS removed the existing leadership, making way for John koskinen to
be appointed the new IrS commissioner, with his appointment confirmed at
the end of the year. ere are several important functions that koskinen can
fulfill. working with DOJ and Treasury, one is the extension of jurisdictions
over tax haven deposits and assets. e other is to make sure the IrS data-
bases do not compromise the shi of assets to 3.0 but are used to ensure po-
litical obedience while the 2.0 liabilities are debased.

expect a round-up of capital from the global tax havens to keep the G-7 sov-
ereign governments financed and to shi funds into their bond and equity
markets. If gold sales take place in the global tax havens as they did in
Cyprus, the central banks should be able to maintain gold prices in the
$1,000-$1,450 range in 2014.

Obamacare
One of ugliest downshis this year was the implementa-
tion of Obamacare. a group of House republicans did
their best to warn the american people and were slaugh-
tered in the polls for trying, leaving Obamacare to pro-
ceed in October.

Millions of americans discovered that they could not, in
fact, keep their existing policies. e private insurance in-
dustry took the opportunity to shed aging baby boomers
from their insurance book or otherwise radically reengi-
neer deductibles and/or how liabilities would be shared.
ose looking for insurance got a rude awakening when
they read the new terms and conditions. People began to
consider divorce in order to reduce household income so
that they could afford health care insurance.

is process has begun to trigger serious questions about
the fundamentals of the health care system in the United
States, where costs are generally double that of other
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countries in the developed world and are rising as the population ages. e
general population is beginning to realize the hidden agendas involved, in-
cluding an end of privacy and the centralized control of doctors and heath
care professionals.

Launching Obamacare in the fourth quarter of 2013 destined the retail in-
dustry to have a dreadful Christmas. essentially, as the american middle class
has been squeezed for more than a decade by the slow burn, millions of fami-
lies have only $100-$1,000 a month in discretionary income. Obamacare
grabbed it all ... just like that.

is means thousands of companies that competed for that income, such as
casinos in atlantic City and Las Vegas, have been hit by the dog wagging the
tail upon which their business depended. Millions of consumers have seen
100% or more of their discretionary income eliminated virtually overnight.
and they have received a clear message—one which when integrated with
the message of the housing bubble and bailouts instills fear, hoarding and
other deflationary behavior.

e positive in all of this is that it brings us back to fundamental economics.
Suddenly, the incentives to take better care of ourselves are increasing. If we
are on our own or have to pay cash for medical care, we cannot afford to get
sick. and the incentives for 3.0 companies and entrepreneurs to create busi-
nesses that provide low-cost work-arounds are exploding.

For example, check out crowdmed.com, a web site that offers rewards for
medical detectives to solve challenging medical problems for patients who
have not been able to find successful therapies in the traditional medical
model.

while these efforts can increase the tools that individuals have available to
manage their own health care, they also run the risk of creating new rounds
of unemployment. a significant portion of health care costs is labor. If ways
are found to engineer labor costs down to the percentages in other industries
that have adapted the 3.0 model, we can expect a significant reduction in
health care employment and compensation.

In many areas, consumers will discover they can get better service and better
treatment from state health care exchanges. Because state operations are more
effective at delivering services, popular opinion will support greater decen-
tralization of government programs.

also expect medical tourism to rise and more americans to live abroad in ju-
risdictions that provide excellent health care as low as 20% of US costs.

RELATED SOLARI REPORTS

•  Obamacare – What is Really
Going On?
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US Pension Funds
One of the important struggles among the 2.0 institutions will be the contin-
uing battle to control or influence their remaining pension fund capital.
ere is an extraordinary amount of money in US pension funds, both cor-
porate and union, as well as state and local government. ere has been quite
a campaign against state and local pension funds in 2013, one that exagger-
ates their funding shortfalls and management failures. Presumably the goal is
to give washington and wall Street more power and control, which is the
opposite of what is needed. People need to prevent washington and wall
Street from draining or raiding these capital pools any further.

Trade agreements
is last year was a year in which numerous international trade agreements
got stuck in the mud. e Doha round of GaTT has ground to a halt on 
Indian farmer suicides and on the growth of global consciousness regarding
the fundamental insanity of the GMO model and corporate patenting of
seeds and life. Not much got done. I suspect it’s not unrelated to the western
media campaign hounding India about caste systems and rape and discrimi-
nation of women.

Negotiations of the Trans-Pacific Partnership continued with several invalu-
able leaks of the sections being negotiated. No final deal was achieved in
2013.

Finally, Codex is stuck in the mud as well.

One possibility regarding the pull-back into operations in North america is
that the anglo-american alliance is having difficulty implementing the
global seed and food control they have been hoping for.

is inability to achieve control of the food supply has potentially powerful
repercussions for the development of a global currency, particularly given
balkanization of the Internet on the heels of the NSa scandal this year. e
bottom line is that the global control systems are not yet in full effect and the
struggle to keep them from clicking into place is powerful.

Fundamentals Matter
e challenge that the 2.0 organizations face is that fundamentals matter.

with computers and networks, who needs to send money to washington
and have it come back through a large and highly complex process involving
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distant bureaucracies and layers of state and local government and private
contractors? why pay washington to pay a corporate contractor to do
something for $150 an hour with outsourcing abroad that could be tele-
ported into my community and done for $25-50 an hour that would elimi-
nate the need for one family to have food stamps and unemployment? Such
questions become more important now that the bond market is no longer
available to pay all constituents off with fundamentally un-economic
largesse, while trillions disappear into the black budget.

Congress, for example, declined to extend emergency unemployment bene-
fits at the end of 2013. is cuts deeply into the ability of households to con-
tinue to function and to spend. It demonstrates that a part of the shi of
assets from 2.0 to 3.0 is to transition economic value from labor to auto-
mated systems that provide profits for the very few. One could say that this is
increasing economic profits. However, it is not. It is simply centralizing prof-
its in a system that shrinks total economic value in highly wealth-destructive
ways.

as cuts continue and retirement obligations are debased, expect a growing
consciousness about fundamental economics in 2014. One of the interesting
tests of that consciousness will come in the mid-term elections, making the
Congressional, gubernatorial and even local races quite interesting.

is is one of the reasons why hundreds of millions of dollars (if not tril-
lions) in the 3.0 model will be shied into private equity investment during
the next few years and capital flows will be directed into the equity markets.
as fundamental economic consciousness grows, better to engage the general
population in creating new wealth in the 3.0 model. e alternative might
see them take the time to develop a complete picture of the current financial
ecosystem and attempt to renengineer the controls sufficient to improve
their standing regarding 2.0 liabilities and the retirement benefits owed.

Better to have them think we are bankrupt and about to collapse, or have
them get to work within the 3.0 boom.

Money & Markets
equities “Crash Up”
For those of us who expected a correction in the equities markets, 2013 was
full of surprises.

results were so bullish that bearish hedge fund manager Hugh Hendry 
finally threw in the towel, saying, “I cannot look at myself in the mirror;
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everything I have believed in I have had to
reject. is environment only makes sense
through the prism of trends.” Hendry’s
December newsletter to investors makes
the case that the greatest risk is not being
long.

Fundamentals matter. But when central
banks print money and the bond bull is
over, equity markets crash up.

e year started with a new form of yen
carry trade, with abenomics goosing the
Japanese economy with its own form of
quantitative easing. e result was a
Nikkei up 56% for the year.

e S&P500 closed up 30%, the largest
annual advance since 1997. Small caps
were the star performer in the US markets
as the russell 2000 rose 37%.

One of the things that kept the US mar-
kets going was share buybacks. For the 12
months ending September 30, 2013, com-
panies bought $445.3 billion of shares. as of 12/24, the wSJ reported that
the S&P500 Buyback Index, the 100 stocks with the highest buyback ratios
was up 45% this year.

In the US, the consumer discretionary sector was the strongest sector, 
followed by health care, industrials and financials.

e US IPO market was strong, with 222 companies going public. at is
the largest annual number since 2000 when 406 companies went public. e
amount of money involved, however, is close to the total amounts seen dur-
ing the tech bubble with over $50 billion in capital raised in the US from
IPO’s in 2013. Companies going public represented the wider economy
with 22% coming from health care and biotech, 18% from technology and
11% from energy. e IPO pipeline for 2014 looks strong.

If you looked deeper within the US market, one dynamic was money leaving
2.0 companies that were not reengineering fast enough and shiing to 2.0
companies that are leading the change or to newer 3.0 companies. In De-
cember, Ford’s market valuation was equivalent to $30,000 per car produced.
Tesla Motors was $750,000 per car produced. Or check out this chart from
Henry Blodgett's excellent presentation e Future of Digital, to understand

$30,000 per car valuation

$750,000 per car valuation
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why Hollywood is steadily losing market
capitalization to Silicon Valley.

european equity markets lagged those in the
US for the first half of the year, and recov-
ered some in the second half, finishing the
year up 18%.

at said, all equity markets are not equal.
emerging market equities closed the year
down (5.8)% as G-7 called its capital back
home. as it did so, the posturing of the
BrICs soened, at least until the NSa reve-
lations underscored that their leaders’ cell
phones were being tapped.

Looking forward to 2014, the question is
whether or not the bull will continue.

we are in the second year of the presidential cycle. as Chuck Gibson pointed
out recently:

“according to the Stock Trader's almanac, the two first years of the Presiden-
tial four-year cycle are usually the worst with the last two usually the best.
Bear markets usually occur during the first two years. Since 2013 (the first
year of this term) was so strong, historical odds for 2014 (the second year) to
suffer a correction are pretty high.”

In the US, a great deal of corporate profits
have come from reducing labor and automat-
ing. Given the reengineering of health care
and the introduction of robotics, there are
far more labor reductions coming. Oba-
macare should accelerate this as it puts pres-
sure on small business. Pressure from the
bond market is going to cause Congress to
try to cut the flow of government subsidies,
including unemployment, food stamps, 
welfare and disability.

as household income is reduced and ex-
penses rise, retirement arrangements are 
debased or abrogated by politicians and
bankruptcy courts, and manual labor is
squeezed out, the question is how we will
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avoid a descent into high-tech feudalism. we are reminded of Henry Ford's
comment that he paid his workers well so they could afford to buy the cars
they made.

another source of corporate profits has been the steady decrease in corporate
contributions to taxes. whether corporations can continue significant tax
avoidance in the face of corporate and government 2.0 liabilities remains to
be seen.

Stewart ompson at Graceland Updates argues that the pressure is on com-
panies to put their hoards of cash to work, quoting John Pender in the Finan-
cial Times on December 31:

“For at least a decade and a half, cash has progressively increased its share of the
American corporate balance sheet, to the point where U.S. quoted companies have
turned into the Scrooges of the global economy…. Such is the scale of this cash pile
that the U.S. corporate sector must have been partly responsible for the surge in de-
mand for safe assets and the decline in interest rates that fueled the U.S. housing
bubble.”

Stewart argues that this means that "the probability of a turn up in money ve-
locity in 2014 is growing, because corporate spending is likely to grow"
which would reverse the trend of the collapse in M1 velocity that has oc-
curred since the Fed's Qe program began.

I would say it differently. Now that the criminal liabilities associated with the
financial coup d'état have been extinguished, the reinvestment of funds
shied can accelerate into the 3.0 models without creating new risks and fac-
tionalism.

ere are numerous issues to be dealt with as this happens. One of the rea-
sons that corporations have been borrowing to fund share buybacks is be-
cause cash is offshore and repatriation involves tax liabilities.

Policy makers are considering mandating 401k plans for small business. is
expense, along with a rising minimum wage and Obamacare, means that
small businesses that do not transition from 2.0 to 3.0 are unlikely to survive.
except another round of tech companies and large corporations to target
these markets for reengineering.

Finally, don't be surprised if proposals to privatize Social Security begin to
make the rounds again. Shiing these funds into the equity markets will help
continue the flow of funds to the crash up scenario and may be a way of ne-
gotiating a truce over Social Security between 2.0 and 3.0.

e big wildcard in the equities markets over the next decade is one that
Chuck Gibson underscored this year in his equity Overview. Traditionally,

RELATED SOLARI REPORTS

•  Equity Overview with Chuck 
Gibson: Emerging Markets 101

•  Equity Overview with Chuck 
Gibson: Why Dividends Matter

•  Secular Trends in the US Equity
Markets

•  Equity Markets: The View from
Silicon Valley

Henry Ford
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americans are unique in the percentage that own equity investments,
whether directly or through pension funds. Traditionally, global equity own-
ership is limited to institutions. will the rise of the middle class in the
emerging markets significantly shi the percentage of retail investors who in-
vest in the equity markets?

I believe the answer is “yes” and that will make for a very interesting time in
global equity markets over the next two decades.

Commodities
Most commodities fell in 2013, with
the Commodities-reuters/Jeffries
CrB Index down (5.1)%. Lower prices
on commodities supported growth in
corporate earnings. For example, note
the performance this year of Starbucks
as the price of coffee fell precipitously.
If global growth increases and interest
rates rise, commodities are likely to rise
with them.

Bonds
If there is a spoiler in the equity picture it is the fixed income markets and
how the broader markets will handle a continued rise in interest rates.

e strategies that helped bring interest rates down over the last decade could
now bite back if rates continue to rise. e interest rate derivatives market is
now the largest derivatives market in the world. e Bank for International
Settlements estimates that the notional amount outstanding in June 2013
was US$561 trillion for OTC single-currency interest rate derivatives.

roughout the year, we have seen continued debate as the Commodities 
Future Trade Commission moved to implement swap regulations as a result
of Dodd-Frank—a difficult job at best. as the CFTC is successful, the result-
ing transparency and regulation will support a wider understanding of these
markets.

e global financial institutions and regulators have never before managed a
large derivatives book during a period of a sustained rise in interest rates. we
are in uncharted territory. If there is a reason the slow burn scenario breaks
down, the impact of rapidly rising interest rates on the derivatives book is
likely to be the cause.

RELATED SOLARI REPORTS

•  Equity Overview: Volatility of
Stocks vs. Bonds
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For several years, I have said that if the slow burn does
not hold and interest rates start to rise too quickly we
will not have a collapse, rather we will have a war. at
is because the size of the interest rate derivatives and
their concentration in the large financial institutions
functions as a financial doomsday machine. Interest
rates will stay low or rise slowly because there is no
other choice. If they start to rise too quickly, the finan-
cial and political leadership will do whatever has to be
done (including bank bail-ins) to bring them into line
with a slow burn scenario. If they can’t, the practical
alternative is to start whatever wars are required to
force the capital flows necessary.

another story that continued in the headlines during
2013 was the LIBOr scandal regarding the setting of
the LIBOr rates by the large banks. My take is that
the Fed and the central banks needed a tighter reign
on this rate setting mechanism if they were going to
keep interest rates in check.

Municipal bonds had tough year. according to a 
recent wSJ article:

“Based on the data so far this year, municipal bonds are set to deliver their
worst annual performance since 1994. aer giving investors a 10.7% return
in 2011 and a 6.78% return in 2012, municipal debt returns have fallen
2.58% this year, according to a municipal bond index by Barclays.”

US municipalities cannot print currency and are required by law to balance
their budgets. Drops in household in-
come impact their tax base, harming
their bond credit, and rising interest
rates raise their cost of capital. If inter-
est rates continue to rise, the municipal
bond market will continue to feel the
pinch, squeezing municipal govern-
ment budgets. again, the pressure to
reengineer using 3.0 technologies will
be significant.rising interest rates also
made this a difficult year for the real es-
tate industry and reITS, which traded
off as interest rates rose, and canceled
or slowed down IPO plans for in-
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vestors who have been rolling up single family real estate. e bank foreclo-
sure portfolios held significant inventory off the market. was this part of the
deal with the fed buying up the mortgage backed securities? I assume so.

will interest rates continue to rise in 2014? expect rates to rise. If there were
signals to indicate that they will, it was reports at year-end of the number of
large financial institutions that are significantly reducing their fixed income
staffs. ey anticipate significantly less volume and profitability in the fixed
income divisions as the Dodd Frank regulations are implemented in the
United States.

Because the bond market is the head that wags the equity market tail, Chuck
Gibson will join me at the end of January for our first Solari report equity
Overview of 2014 to discuss what is happening in the bond market and what
it could mean to the equity markets in 2014.

Currency
e US dollar continued strong this
year, as the Japanese drove the yen
down and the BrIC nations continued
to create payment mechanisms outside
of the dollar system.

e Chinese currency passed the euro
as the second largest trade settlement
currency. In December, Bloomberg re-
ported:

"China's yuan overtook the euro to be-
come the second-most used currency
in global trade finance aer the dollar
this year, according to the Society for worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunication.

e currency had an 8.66 percent share of letters of credit and collections in
October, compared with 6.64 percent for the euro, Swi said in a statement
today. China, Hong kong, Singapore, Germany and australia were the top
users of yuan in trade finance, according to the Belgium-based financial-mes-
saging platform.

e yuan had the fourth-largest share of global trade finance in January 2012
with 1.89 percent, while the euro’s was the second-biggest at 7.87 percent,”
Swi said.

“e U.S. dollar led all currencies with an 81.08 percent share of letters of
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credit and collections in October, down from 84.96 percent in January 2012,
according to data compiled by Swi. e yen slipped from the third-most
used global currency to fourth over the same period, declining from a 1.94
percent share to 1.36 percent.”

as the dollar position as global reserve currency remained secure for now, the
efforts to engineer a global digital currency made significant headway with
the development of Bitcoin.

Bitcoin received enormous promotion from sections of the alternative media
on the theory that it was truly anonymous. at’s hogwash. I spent the sec-
ond half of the year trying to talk Solari report subscribers out of buying 
Bitcoin as it took up to 50% swings in price. If you want to help Mr. Global
prototype digital currencies, have at it. Most chilling is the potential to marry
Bitcoins with gold. It is what I would do if I were Mr. Global. with the fi-
nancial coup d’état finished, moving to a sound currency protects your win-
nings and brings financial accountability that advantages you and your
holdings. It is a way of shiing back to a system that reflects fundamental
economics now that you control the lion’s share of the capital.

Meantime, I am sticking with insured bank deposits and coins.

e Bitcoin splash reminds us that the build-out globally of the mobile sys-
tems with smart phones and tablets is going to have a dramatic impact on
currency and payments systems.

is is an area you want to keep an eye on. Billions of people are shiing into
our "field." I am reminded of one of my favorite quotes from Michael Ventura
as he describes the impact of sharing a psychic space with a large population.
He says, “we are standing in the storm of our own being.”

when eight billion people share one field, the risks created by currencies and
payment systems that lack integrity increase exponentially.

Precious Metals
aer twelve years of outperforming the equity markets, gold and silver fi-
nally had a bad year. Indeed, it was a really bad year. If you had sold $1.00 of
gold at the end of 2012 and bought the S&P500, by year-end you would
have $1.30, as opposed to $0.72. at is a $0.58 spread.

I will be covering the precious metals market is greater depth next week in
the first Precious Metals Market report of the year.

In a nutshell, what I will say is that the number of gold exchanges are growing
around the world, as lower prices allow a significant number of new buyers to

BITCOIN BLOG POSTS AND 
COMMENTARIES 

•  The Bitcoin Pump is on Again

•  Royal Mint In Talks To Create
Gold Backed Bitcoin

•  Bitcoins: A Fully-Compliant Cur-
rency The Government Can Love

•  Regulators See Value in Bitcoin,
and Investors Hasten to Agree

•  IRS Takes A Bite Out Of Bitcoin

Bitcoin received enormous promotion...
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join the physical gold and silver market.

all of these signs and more imply long term plans for
gold to remain at the heart of the global trade and set-
tlement systems, if not become a part or option in the
new digital currency systems. at argues that gold
and silver remain in a positive primary trend.

However, given the continued regulatory efforts in
countries around the globe to keep prices in check
(taxes in India, postal rules in France), the potential
for bank bail-ins and targeting of the tax havens, my
expectation for the gold price is that significant rises
in 2014 are unlikely. Traditionally, rising interest rates
are not good for gold. If rates do rise, prices may fall as
low as 1,000 before a bottom reasserts and gold starts
to rise again.

My assessment is that the primary trend will reassert.
ere is a chance I am wrong. I disagree with the gold
bugs that a bear market is impossible. ere are nu-
merous wildcards that could drive prices down for
some time to come.

For example, let's look at the mining stocks which were down (54)% this
year. a comparison of the timing of the fall of the mining stocks with the
success of the SpaceX launches for NaSa and the announcement of private
plans to mine Near earth asteroids with mining robotics and other key dates
of the blossoming global space industry will give an observer pause. Signifi-
cant capital is moving into mining in outer space while significant capital is
flying out of mining on earth. a coincidence? Maybe, maybe not. Disinfor-
mation while insiders scarf up mining stocks for cheap? Maybe, maybe not.

what is true is that new technology and innovation have the potential to
radically improve the fundamental economics of our situation. as those eco-
nomics kick in, it has the potential to lower the risks that inspire demand for
gold.

One of the arguments promoted to support a dramatic rise of the gold price
in 2014 is the large shi of physical gold out of the gold eTF and western de-
positories and into China.

while clearly large physical inventories are moving east, we do not know who
ultimately owns and controls these inventories. It may be the Chinese. It may
also be the Chinese acting as agents for one or more other parties.
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with G-7 targeting the tax havens, for all we know the Breakaway Civiliza-
tion has decided to move their gold stores to Tibet under Chinese protec-
tion. remember, they don’t care what the retail price is. a low price is just a
chance to accumulate more while it significantly eases the pain experienced
by the US as they arrange to return gold holdings to global central banks.
whatever the truth is, a growing middle class in India, China and the Pacific
rim is bullish for gold.

Read What Percentage of My Assets Should I Hold in Precious Metals?

Private equity
Private equity will be one of the most inter-
esting areas to watch in 2014.

expect significant reinvestment of 3.0 pools
of capital in startups and early venture, par-
ticularly in new technology. If the strength
in the IPO markets continues, pension funds
and institutional investors will be encour-
aged to shi capital, as well.

Moving energy towards a more resilient
model, rebuilding North american manu-
facturing or building out an aggressive pri-
vate effort in space —all of these require
significant new capacity and the investment
in that capacity will offer significant opportunities for entrepreneurs.

e SeC is expected to issue the final crowdfunding regulations in 2014,
which should facilitate more equity investment in small business and mi-
croventure.

at the end of 2013, the SeC raised the minimums that can be raised under
reg a to $50MM, which should significantly speed up the private equity
pipeline.

e P/e ratios in the US market are currently high by historical standards.
However, it is interesting to note that they have gone much higher during pe-
riods in which significant new technology has been introduced.

at cannot happen without a significant increase in private equity activities
to incubate and develop the companies that will grow into IPOS and expand
the number of companies in the stock market. at is a number that has been
shrinking in over the last decade. at growth needs to turn positive if we are
to remain a strong economy.
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e Solari report published a special report and a Solari report on Crowd-
funding during 2013. I plan to cover the new regulations when the SeC
promulgates them in 2014.

If a push develops to mandate 401ks for small business, let’s hope communi-
ties create options for a portion to be reinvested in community venture.
Ditto with privatizing Social Security. If these accounts became eligible to in-
vest in prudent vehicles to finance small and local businesses as they adopt
3.0 technologies, the economy could shi into a new entrepreneurial phase.

whatever happens, the end of the bond bull and the shi of capital into 3.0
companies and technology is going to shi the global economy towards an
equity model. is will have an enormous impact on both our economy and
culture.

Housing
I said last year that the Housing markets would be strong where the economy
was strong and weak where the economy was weak. at is what happened.
expect the same this year. areas targeted for 3.0 reinvestment will have very
strong housing markets. areas that remain in the 2.0 economies will be weak,
particularly if interest rates rise.

and…

•  expect the minimum wage to rise in numerous states and nationally.

•  expect discussion to get serious about moving back the retirement
age under Social Security.

•  expect Model 2.0 governments to “double down” on coercion. ex-
pect increased enforcement on taxes and any activities that generate
fees, fines and asset seizures that will help finance government budg-
ets.

•  expect pressure on Congress to create a two year solution to debt
limit crises that will delay any more debt limit squabbles until aer
the next Presidential election. and downward pressures on financial
markets if they do not.

•  expect the pressure on your time to increase as more and more gov-
ernments and companies shi functions to a “do it yourself ” model,
despite increased complexity.

RELATED SOLARI REPORTS

•  U.S. Housing Markets
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Selling Friendly Fascism 3.0
NSa surveillance systems are 2.0. e most dangerous face of fascism is the
3.0 flavor.

In friendly fascism 3.0, we voluntarily keep our intelligence agency dossier
up-to-date—we just call it social media. we pay for a surveillance and track-
ing device that we carry with us. we just call it a smart phone. we pay for the
utility services that put a “smart meter” on our home that allows the utility
and the surveillance systems to track and record our daily activities and pat-
terns.

e critical thing to understand about friendly fascism 3.0 is that it is oper-
ated by private companies and private investors whose computing and artifi-
cial intelligence resources give them the ability to harvest actionable financial
intelligence from the information flows of millions, even billions, of people.

is invisible machinery is about to get an enormous infusion of invasive
power with the introduction of drones on scale in US airspace and robotics
throughout the economy.

add this to recent developments in DNa, nanotechnology, brain research,
computer power, aerosol vaccines and trans-humanism and, well, you get my
dri. Friendly fascism 3.0 is on the verge of moving completely and psychoti-
cally out of control.

If I did not have a powerful faith in the love of God and the fundamental in-
telligence and decency of the human race, I would be worried.

Beware technology. Use these tools with discernment. Ultimately, they feed
the most intimate information about you and those you love to people who
believe in slavery.

when I was living under 24/7 surveillance in washington many years ago, I
heard a sermon by a wonderful pastor who told the congregation that we
should stop worrying about what other people think. rather we should real-
ize that God and His angels hear and see everything we think and do. we
needed to worry about that instead.

So I did.

It was one of the best pieces of advice I ever got.

e Drumbeats of War
e most significant risk to the global economy is the risk of war.

RELATED SOLARI REPORTS

•  Internet Freedom: Your Rights in
a Digital World

•  Entrainment, Subliminal 
Programming and Financial 
Manipulation

•  A Passion for Privacy

Smart meters
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as population grows, the competition for finite natural resources intensifies.
e rebalancing of the global economy has increased this competition as a
growing global middle class seek to improve their lifestyles.

For the last decade the US and the anglo-american alliance have moved
globally to shi all the sovereign governments into the central banking sys-
tem and its related surveillance and payments systems. afghanistan, Iraq,
Libya, Cuba, Syria, North korea, Venezuela and Iran have all experienced fe-
rocious covert or overt wars.

ese various actions are part of bringing everyone into the “train tracks” of
control, so that a digital currency system can proceed. ey are also about
check mating various growing powers, including russia and China and en-
suring that the United States remains the hegemon globally, including in
asia.

america has a difficult challenge. It must
balance the benefits of being a reserve cur-
rency with the costs of maintaining a global
enforcement operation. as america’s debt
burden becomes increasingly unbearable it is
being forced to choose between promises to
its taxpayers (such as Social Security), the
rights of its creditors, and the needs of fund-
ing a globally deployed military.

To explore the challenges faced by the US
military, we invited Colonel Lawrence wilk-
erson to join us again in 2013 to discuss the
Strategic Challenges Facing the US Military
in the 21st Century. If you have not listened
to it, it is one I recommend.

as the US defense budget is reined in by the
limitations of deficit financing and rising in-
terest rates, the pressure will be on the
weapons manufacturers to make a case in support of their budgets. as they
announce their anticipation of increased foreign sales, we wonder if the
squabbles in the east China Sea and the increasingly militaristic pronounce-
ments of the Chinese and Japanese leadership represent a need to distract
their people from domestic problems. Or, do they represent the perpetual
need to create war to maintain centralized industries and control.

whatever the reasons, the United States military is engaged in a pivot to the
east, which represents a significant change in strategy and global interests.

RELATED SOLARI REPORTS

•  Strategic Issues Facing the U.S. 
Military, Warfare in the 21st 
Century

• Deep Politics & the War 
Machine

•  National Security

•  The National Security State

• The Art of War – Su Zi's Military
Method
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e economic tiger and investment continues to move to the east. enforce-
ment follows. Investment never flows where enforcement is not available.

One of the most dramatic events during 2013 was the complete failure of the
Obama administration to interest Congress or the american people in mili-
tary action against Syria. is was followed by ongoing efforts to reach an ac-
cord with Iran. e Neocons and Israeli interests are finally paying the price
for the damage they have done. e american people are sick of foreign wars.
So is the bond market.

we note that in 2013, China launched their first aircra carrier, announced
plans to build out their one-year-old satellite network and sent a lunar mod-
ule to the moon. at is a start, but it is a long way to deploying a military
that can maintain a global presence.

ere is no one on the global stage that can come close to replacing the US.
e question before the US is whether it is possible to reinvigorate our lead-
ership or have we been blinded by the success of our weapons into a perma-
nent state of corruption?

is all brings us back to the bond market and interest rates. Planet earth
needs to shi to an equity model where we make money by cooperating in
building wealth instead of making money from engaging in perpetual war fi-
nanced with endlessly growing debt. But so long as the debt and derivatives
keep growing, the global geopolitics will remain fragile. If interest rates rise
too quickly, there will be war.

If there is reason to build deep and powerful global equity markets that grow
much larger than our fixed income markets, here it is.

If there is a reason to feed the military industrial machinery with space pro-
grams that grow while our military budgets shrink, here it is.

e Right of Self Defense Wins
e federal effort to legislate gun control nationally failed. even aer the
april “week from hell.” at is huge. I don’t underestimate the power of the
trench warfare now being directed at compromising americans’ right to own
a gun. at the same time, the events of 2013 say to me that the american 
people are no longer fooled by mass shootings and the subsequent spin.

a well-armed population is critical to the negotiating power of 300 million
americans as the federal government grapples with the reconciliation of
growing liabilities and shrinking assets. If the federal government can take
away the guns, expect many more health care and retirement liabilities to be

RELATED SOLARI REPORTS

•   Who's Your Sheriff?

•   The Sandy Hook Mystery
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abrogated much faster.

In 2005, the US government processed 9 million background checks for gun
purchases. In the first 11 months of 2013, they processed 19 million.

who says people aren’t getting smarter?

Wildcards & Bad Ideas
ere are three important wildcards in the outlook for the global economy
during 2014:

Fukushima
Continuing reports of the risks and environmental impact of Fukushima on
Japan, the oceans and the global environment are of great concern. I continue
to pray and keep a watchful eye on the situation.

weird weather
Draught and severe weather continues to be a significant problem in many
areas of the world. is includes continued concerns that weather control
and warfare may be at work.

UFO’s
Deterioration in household incomes are going to press more and more peo-
ple to ask what is happening and why. where is the money? is will in-
evitably lead to questions about the UFO phenomenon and why the
breakaway civilization is spending large sums on space exploration and travel.

richard Dolan is publishing a new book on UFOs in the first quarter. I have
read a preliminary copy. is is the single best book yet to introduce a serious
conversation into the general population. richard will join us for a Solari 
report as soon as his book is ready for publication.

No, No, No!
ere are a number of very bad ideas being promoted that I want to remind
subscribers to be aware of throughout this year.

• Crowdfunding a New Constitution: Sounds like a hip, cool, creative
idea? ink again. Given invasive digital and entrainment technology,
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this is a process that will favor the pro-centralization team. Open up the
Constitution in this way and you can kiss the social safety net and the
right to bear arms and a lot of other individual rights goodbye.

• Wearable Technology: what is it about the Snowden revelations that
we did not understand? Do you really want to walk around with a video
camera on your head that feeds straight into the dark fiber tapped by the
NSa? If the NSa drops out, do you want your data to go straight into
the private companies that control the surveillance and insider trading
machine that NSa money built?

• Public Banks: Do we want larger government and government capital
crowding out the remaining private local banks and credit unions that
are maintaining some liquidity and credit on Main Street?

• Rental Bonds: Did you have fun in the subprime mortgage boom and
bust? you ain’t seen nothing yet if rental bonds get going. From the won-
derful people who brought you Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac...

• Bitcoin: you know those crazy right wing whackos that scream about
the Bible and the “Mark of the Beast.” Get over their presentation, and
dig in a little deeper to understand and appreciate the risks they are de-
scribing. If you think digital currencies are inevitable and you want to try
them, do not buy more than you are prepared to lose in full. and assume
that any purchases you make are not anonymous and make sure that all
transactions are fully compliant with laws, regulations and tax require-
ments.

UnAnswered Questions
who is really in charge? what are the risks and opportunities they are man-
aging? what is driving the desire for a society under tight central control
with zero privacy? what is driving the development of underground bases,
secret space programs and invisible weaponry? why are we promoting food
systems, adopting vaccine and health policies and implementing a global
spraying program that look suspiciously like depopulation?

all intelligence is available to us if our intent is in alignment with divine love.
In this new and fruitful year, let us recommit to spiritual growth while our
practical selves bring transparency to global weirdness.

we are currently working on a series of events and Solari reports that will
help us collaborate to bring transparency to these Unanswered Questions.
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Annual Solari Awards
Our Hero 
Our Solari Hero of the year is Alfredo Moser, the Brazilian mechanic and
inventor who pioneered “the liter of light”—the conversion of plastic bottles
inserted into rooops that provide daylight. e technique, which Moser in-
vented in 2002 in response to a electricity blackout, has now spread around
the world.

wikipedia describes it as follows:

“e invention is relatively simple. It involves filling up a 1.5L PeT bottle
with purified water and bleach and installing it onto the roof of a house. e
water inside the bottle refracts the sunlight during the daytime and creates
the same intensity as a 55 watt light bulb. with the correct installation and
materials a solar bottle can last up to 5 years. as the light relies on the sun it
cannot be used at night and is only meant to provide light to buildings and
homes during daylight hours.”

In describing his powerful combination of bottle recycling and renewable en-
ergy, Moser said:

“It’s a divine light. God gave the sun to everyone, and light is for everyone.
whoever wants it saves money. you can't get an electric shock from it, and it
doesn't cost a penny.”

Indoor lighting for millions of people that is essentially free and can spread
virally? at is pretty stupendous.

we are looking for Moser’s address to send a contribution and to say thanks
for being an inventor who makes a difference.

Movie of the year
at e Solari report we feel no obligation to choose a movie that was made
in a given year. rather we are looking for the movie or documentary most ap-
propriate to the times.

e hands-down winner for this year’s movie of the year, wining every vote
on our Solari round-up team is the 2010 remake of e a-Team. e film’s
producers included Stephen J. Cannell, ridley Scott, and the late Tony Scott.
It was directed by Joe Carnahan and stars Liam Neeson, Bradley Cooper and
Quinton Jackson.

e a-Team is a story about Break away. It’s about what to do when the sys-
tem of which you are a part is so overtaken with corruption that you have to
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An inventor who makes a difference, 
Alfredo Moser.
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create your own world, hold to higher standards of morality without regard
to a formal legal system or government, and make your own way in a difficult
time.

It’s about finding your family. as andrew Vachss once wrote, “your family is
the people who won’t turn you in.” If you want to enjoy an action comedy
and explore the inner meaning of “Break away,” you want to check out e
a-Team.

New Year Resolutions
Here are my suggestions for your New year resolutions:

1. What is your Break Away plan? when this much money shis, the
ecosystem changes in radical ways. as the economy and the culture shi, we
need to shi. each one of us is unique, our circumstances different. each in
our own way needs to let go of things that are no longer working or energiz-
ing. we need to Break away to that which gives life and energy.

2. Invest more time and effort in cost-effective ways to maintain optimal
health, including fresh food and excellent nutrition. Check out the Solari 
reports we did with Dr. Laura ompson this year on detoxifying and build-
ing your immune system. also check out the one in the archives on protect-
ing yourself from radiation poisoning if you are concerned about Fukushima.
keep an eye out for new companies and services designed to help you do
more for less when it comes to taking care of your health.

3. Not everyone will successfully adapt to the changes underway. Some will
stay engrossed in anger, victim mentality, divide and conquer politics, falling
learning speeds or simply waiting for financial collapse. as much as possible,
you need to align with people who are eager to build positive futures in the
world as it is, not as it used to be or as we would wish it to be. Break away
from people who are draining you.

4. Your time is your most precious resources. Do a time budget for 2014.
Include investment in your health, your skills, and your family, friends and
colleagues who give you the most energy.

5. Develop a plan on how you are going to maintain mental freedom despite
invasive technology.

6. If you want support, consider starting a Solari Circle with people who can
provide needed intelligence and humor.

7. Take to heart one of my favorite sayings from TD Jakes, “God does not
need what you have lost, to bless you.”

RELATED SOLARI REPORTS

•  Coming Clean, Transforming
Lives through the Power of
Cleaning

•  Starting a Solari Circle Invest-
ment Club

•  Winter Wellness

•  Coming Clean, Detox Power

•  Natural Remedies for Swine Flu
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Coming Up on e Solari Report
Our team and networks are growing and we’re excited by the opportunities
that come from our connection. we just passed our fih anniversary. Some-
thing special is gathering.

we are going to be digging into the Unanswered Questions this year. Dr.
Joseph Farrell will be joining us for a regular quarterly report as we continue
to analyze the less visible aspects of the global economy and financial mar-
kets.

Richard Dolan will join us as soon as his new book is ready for publication.

Jon Rappoport will continue his insights on a quarterly Solari report.

Franklin Sanders will join me for a Solari report called Spiritual warfare &
Local economies in February—a very important discussion on his jailhouse
ministry—and subsequent Precious Metals Market reports.

Chuck Gibson will be with us for our quarterly equity Overviews, starting
with a very important review of the bond market and its impact on equity
markets at the end of January.

we have Solari reports scheduled on Crowdfunding and Estate Planning
and we anticipate greater coverage of financial markets and investment sec-
tors in 2014, including private equity and entrepreneurship.

Of course, I will continue our Quarterly Wrap-Ups.

ank you for your guest suggestions and your questions—they provide us
with insight on how we can serve you better. Please keep them coming!

Special thanks to the subscribers who sent us suggestions for year-end wrap-
ups to review (see collection on the blog) and who suggested using “Global
2.0 vs 3.0,” including sending us a copy of James Bennett and Michael Lotus’
America 3.0: Rebooting American Prosperity in the 21st Century–Why America's
Greatest Days Are Yet to Come.

we have arranged for online conference capacity.

we have a number of system upgrades scheduled for the first half of 2014.
Our goal is to make your subscriber access and archives more user-friendly
and to make our blog and databases more mobile-friendly.

we had four subscriber luncheons during 2013, in Portland, Boulder, Marin
County and San Francisco. as I travel, we will be scheduling more luncheons
for 2014. If you want to help us organize a luncheon, please let Darlene
Heckman know at customerservice@solari.com.

2013 COMMENTARIES BY 
CATHERINE AUSTIN FITTS 

•  What's Next? Primary Trends in
the Global Financial Market and
the Impact on Bay Area Real 
Estate

•  Waiting for the Financial Godot

8  What Percentage of My Assets
Should I Hold in Precious Metals?

•  Walking By Sees

•  He Who Archives Writes History

•  Breaking Through the Cloud Cover 

•  JP Morgan & the Sherriff of 
Nottingham

•  The Federal Reserve

•  ClusterF*** Finances

•  The Perfect Pope

•  The Governance Shell Game:
Where is the Money?
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On behalf of the entire Solari team, let me close our annual wrap-up with
thanks for your support in 2013 and our prayers for your health and prosper-
ity in the New year.

It’s 2014 – let us be fruitful!

—Catherine Austin Fitts

Disclaimer:   Nothing on e Solari report should be taken as individual investment advice. anyone
seeking investment advice for his or her personal financial situation is advised to seek out a qualified
advisor or advisors and provide as much information as possible to the advisor in order that such advi-
sor can take into account all relevant circumstances, objectives, and risks before rendering an opinion
as to the appropriate investment strategy.

© Solari 2014
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THE SOLARI REPORT PRESENTS

2010: THE ROAD
TURNS EAST

“If you look at the competition for resources globally, the shi" of investment
eastwardmeans themilitary has to shi" to enforce.Nobody putsmoneywhere
they can’t enforce.!atmeans as themoneymoves globally, so themilitary
must; it’s simply the nature of the investmentmodel.”—Catherine Austin Fitts

COMING CLEAN IN

2013

�e Solari Report

"We have not journeyed across the centuries,across 
the oceans, across the mountains, across the prairies,
because we are made of sugar candy.”—Winston Churchill

ON THE PRAIRIE

..

THE SOLARI REPORT PRESENTS 

2011
sLow
Burn

The year-end wrap-Up Posters for 2010 through 2013.   Copyright © 2013, Solari, Inc. all rights reserved. 
www.solari.com
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